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China’s role in North-South Sudan relations 

Sudan threatened to block South Sudan’s oil by imposing exorbitant transit fees that would allow it to 

recoup upward of $2 billion annually. It tried stopping the release of tankers but later backed off. This 

could be a sign that something more could be at play: China. China is behind the scenes and can act 

when its strategic interests are at stake, says Sudan Tribune. More recently, China sent its top African 

envoy, Liu Guijin, to the capitals of both nations for talks with officials and publicly urged the two sides 

to reach an agreement that would ensure the flow of oil, as reported by Bloomberg. 

Chinese Contractor Denies Abusing Local Zimbabwean Workers 

A Chinese contractor building it vast national defence college in Zimbabwe recently denied it was abus-

ing Zimbabwean workers. it said reports of ill-treatment of local workers were false and meant to tar-

nish Zimbabwe-China relations and the good work the company was doing in the country, according to 

The Zimbabwe Herald. Africa Review reported last week that workers at the site complained of being 

overworked by Anhui Foreign Economic Construction Company (AFECC).  

 

Zambia, China in talks to recapitalise Mulungushi Textiles 

The Government has started talks with the Chinese authorities for the resuscitation of the Zambia Chi-

na Mulungushi Textiles (ZCMT) in Kabwe. The company ceased operations in 2007 and its closure was 

attributed to under-capitalisation, according to Zambia Daily Mail. Commerce, Trade and Industry Min-

ister Bob Sichinga said ZCMT was a source of great concern to the Government and that once the 

company was re-opened; it would increase Kabwe’s economic activities and create more job opportuni-

ties for local people, says The Times of Zambia 

Chinese Delegation Expected to Deepen Rwanda Bilateral Cooperation 

A delegation of Chinese high government officials and businesspeople visited Rwanda for mutual col-

laboration and to explore investment opportunities. The Chinese ambassador to Rwanda, Shu Zhan, 

said the visit takes place in the context of the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation, which is the most 

important platform for China-Africa cooperation, according to The Rwanda Focus. In an interview with 

The New Times, the President of the National Unity and Reconciliation Commission (NURC), John 

Rucyahana, said that China needs to learn the role of unity and reconciliation in the development of 

Rwanda after the Genocide.  

US and China differ on Iran 

The sanctions against Iran that President Barack Obama approved on New Year's Eve have highlight-

ed the importance of Iranian oil supplies to East Asia's energy-hungry economies. They have led to a 

clash of interests between Washington and key commercial and strategic partners over efforts to stop 

Iran's nuclear programme, says New Zealand Herald. China has criticized U.S. sanctions on Iran as 

improper and ineffective. China does not want to be seen as helping the U.S. when China's own inter-

est is concerned. The deputy foreign minister, Cui Tiankai, said "China's oil imports "have nothing to 

do with the nuclear issue," according to Stl Today 
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